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April 2024 Council Motion

To approve the following purpose and need and list of actions for inclusion in Amendment 60: 

Purpose: The purpose of this action is to increase access and opportunities to Gulf of Mexico IFQ 
programs by equitably distributing IFQ shares and allocation held by NMFS and reclaimed from 
inactive accounts or accounts not meeting certain eligibility requirements.  

Need: The need for this action is to address access barriers creating inequities in the Gulf of 
Mexico IFQ fisheries.

Actions
1.  What shares to redistribute (reclaimed, inactive, other)
2.  What allocation to redistribute (quota increases, other)
3.  Redistribution methods
4.  Eligibility criteria (shares, allocation)
5. Appeals process



Purpose and Need

Purpose: The purpose of this action is to increase access and opportunities 
to Gulf of Mexico IFQ programs by equitably distributing IFQ shares and 
allocation held by NMFS, reclaimed from inactive accounts or accounts not 
meeting certain eligibility requirements, and set aside from future quota 
increases.  

Need: The need for this action is to address access barriers creating 
inequities in the Gulf of Mexico IFQ fisheries.



Shares (percentage) are restricted to a maximum length of 6 decimals (0.000001%)

Analyses in this presentation did not consider individuals’ share caps
● For future implementation: Anyone at a share cap would not receive shares that 

would exceed the cap, but could receive up to the share limit
Because share caps are at the account, business, and person level shareholder 
accounts that have one entity at a share cap and another not at the cap, would 
not receive shares

Analyses in this presentation did not consider suspended account status, 
permit status, or account activity

Accounts are suspended when they do not provide updated citizenship and 
address information each year

Share Information



Inactive Accounts
Inactive accounts are defined as having no allocation transfers or landings within a year.  
From one year to the next, accounts may move between an active and inactive status.

To determine the number of accounts with shares that were inactive for a period of 2, 3, 
and 4 consecutive years, always ending the year range in 2023; e.g., inactive for 2 years 
would be inactive in 2022 and 2023

Analyses were done by share category

A single year of inactivity was not considered as there could be a variety of reasons an 
account was inactive during a year (e.g., health issues, mechanical issues with vessel)



Action 1.1. Reclaiming Shares from Inactive Accounts 

Alternative 1 (No Action): Do not reclaim shares from inactive IFQ shareholders accounts 

Alternative 2: Following the implementation of this amendment, IFQ shares held in a 
shareholder account will be reclaimed by NMFS if the account is inactive during two 
consecutive years

Alternative 3: Following the implementation of this amendment, IFQ shares held in a 
shareholder account will be reclaimed by NMFS if the account is inactive during three 
consecutive years

Alternative 4: Following the implementation of this amendment, IFQ shares held in a 
shareholder account will be reclaimed by NMFS if the account is inactive during four 
consecutive years



Action 1.1. Inactive Accounts 

4 Years3 Years2 Years

687383DWG

129142166RG

129140149GG

135145159SWG

323649TF

202223RS

4 Years3 Years2 Years

0.499805%0.508594%0.751074%DWG

0.896487%1.026452%1.191649%RG

2.012060%2.518593%2.824623%GG

2.445333%4.273905%6.356952%SWG

0.365808%0.390722%0.773540%TF

0.074410%0.082663%0.085419%RS

NMFS held lb4 Years3 Years2 Years

2915,1885,2087,691DWG

2,98525,01228,63833,247RG

3634,0045,0125,621GG

2,37212,83822,43833,374SWG

3212,1292,2744,502TF

5,5765,2655,8496,044RS



Action 1.2. Distributing Shares Reclaimed from Inactive Accounts 

Alternative 1:  Do not distribute IFQ shares reclaimed from inactive shareholders 
accounts 

Alternative 2:  Proportionally distribute shares reclaimed from inactive accounts (as 
defined in Action 1.1) to existing shareholders (excluding inactive accounts) based on 
their share percentage

Alternative 3:  Proportionally distribute shares reclaimed from inactive accounts (as 
defined in Action 1.1) to existing shareholders (excluding inactive accounts) based on 
their inverse share percentage

Alternative 4:  For each share category, equally distribute shares reclaimed from inactive 
accounts (as defined in Action 1.1) to existing shareholders (excluding inactive accounts) 



Action 2: IFQ Shares Held by NMFS (RF 36 A)

Alternative 1:  Do not distribute IFQ shares held by NMFS following the implementation of Reef 
Fish Amendment 36A

Alternative 2:  For each share category, equally distribute shares held by NMFS (RF 36A) to 
existing shareholders (excluding inactive accounts)

Alternative 3:  Proportionally distribute shares held by NMFS (RF 36A) to existing shareholders 
(excluding inactive accounts) based on their share percentage

Alternative 4: Proportionally distribute shares held by NMFS (RF 36A) to existing shareholders 
with shares (excluding inactive accounts) based on their inverse share percentage



Action 2: IFQ Shares Held by NMFS (RF 36 A)

2024 Shares = 1 lb2024 Quota2024 Equivalent lbShares

0.000098%1,024,0002910.028405%DWG

0.000036%2,790,0002,9850.106974%RG

0.000680%147,0002680.182621%GG

0.000190%525,0002,3720.451821%SWG

0.000172%582,0003210.055081%TF

0.000014%7,075,6765,5760.078800%RS

Shares were reclaimed in 2018 from accounts that had never been activated



IFQ Shares Held by NMFS - Equal Distribution

Approx. Lb
Received

Shares dist. per 
Account

Accts Rcv’ing
pounds

Accts Rcv’ing
Shares

Accts With 
Shares

2024 
Equiv. lb

Shares held

0-10.000089%2943183182910.028405%DWG

6-70.000231%4544544542,9850.106974%RG

0-10.000402%2804644642680.182621%GG

4-50.000934%4844844842,3720.451821%SWG

1-20.000282%1951951953210.055081%TF

16-170.000235%3353353355,5760.078800%RS

Shares held are divided equally across all accounts with shares

Shares that resulted in less than 1 pound receive 0 pounds



IFQ Shares Held by NMFS - Proportional Distribution

Max Pounds
Distributed

Max Shares 
Distributed

Accounts 
Receiving
Pounds

Accounts 
Receiving

Shares

Accounts 
With Shares

2024 
Equiv. lb

Shares held

420.004056%772383182910.028405%DWG

1320.004742%2403914542,9850.106974%RG

60.004291%1184294642680.182621%GG

1050.020031%2804624842,3720.451821%SWG

390.006721%451501953210.055081%TF

2820.039860%2193093355,5760.078800%RS

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏. 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠  ∗  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠

Not all shareholders will receive shares, due to minimum distribution limit of 0.000001% shares and some 
shares may result in less than one pound
Shareholders not receiving shares are the smallest shareholders



Not all shareholders will receive shares, due to minimum distribution limit of 0.000001% shares 
and some shares may result in less than one pound

Shareholders not receiving shares are the largest shareholders

IFQ Shares Held by NMFS – Inverse Proportional Distribution

Max Pounds
Distributed

Max Shares 
Distributed

Accounts 
Receiving
pounds

Accounts 
Receiving

Shares

Accounts 
With Shares

2024 
Equiv. lb

Shares held

790.007738%281603182910.028405%DWG

5380.019300%1202324542,9850.106974%RG

510.034805%553354642680.182621%GG

6450.122778%1173774842,3720.451821%SWG

690.011864%451331953210.055081%TF

1,9290.027267%1221903355,5760.078800%RS

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒  𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏. 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠  
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒

∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 ∗  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠



The number of accounts receiving shares is greatest with equal distribution, but not all accounts will 
receive shares that produce 1 lb of allocation

Comparison of Accounts Receiving Shares from NMFS Held Shares 

Inverse Proportional 
Distribution Accounts

Proportional 
Distribution 

Accounts

Equal
Distribution 

Accounts

160238318DWG

232391454RG

335429464GG

377462484SWG

133150195TF

190309335RS



Comparison of Accounts Receiving Pounds from NMFS Held Shares 

Inverse Proportional 
Distribution Accounts

Proportional 
Distribution 
Accounts

Equal
Distribution 
Accounts

2877294DWG

120240454RG

55118280GG

117280484SWG

4545195TF

122219335RS



The inverse proportional distribution results in the largest share percentages distributed

The equal distribution results in the lowest shares distributed

Comparison of Maximum Shares Received from NMFS Held Shares

Inverse Proportional 
Max Shares

Proportional 
Max Shares

Equal Max 
Shares

Accounts 
With Shares

2024 
Equiv. lb

Shares held

0.007738%0.004056%0.000089%3182910.028405%DWG

0.019300%0.004742%0.000231%4542,9850.106974%RG

0.034805%0.004291%0.000402%4642680.182621%GG

0.122778%0.020031%0.000934%4842,3720.451821%SWG

0.011864%0.006721%0.000282%1953210.055081%TF

0.039860%0.027267%0.000235%3355,5760.078800%RS



The inverse proportional distribution results in the largest amount of pounds from distribution of the NMFS 
held shares

The equal distribution results in the lowest maximum amount of pounds received.

Comparison of Maximum Pounds Received from NMFS Held Shares

Inverse Proportional Max
Lb

Proportional 
Max Lb

Equal Max LbAccts With 
Shares

2024 Equiv. 
lb

Shares held

794213182910.028405%DWG

53813274542,9850.106974%RG

51614642680.182621%GG

6451554842,3720.451821%SWG

693921953210.055081%TF

1,929282173355,5760.078800%RS



Action 3: Future Quota Increases
Action 3.1. Setting Aside Future Quota Increases 

Alternative 1:  Do not set aside quota increases for IFQ species.  

Alternative 2:  For each IFQ share category, set-aside a portion of the commercial quota if the 
commercia quota exceeds its 2024 value.  For each IFQ share category, the set aside will be equal 
to 100% of the amount above the 2024 quota

Alternative 3:  For each IFQ share category, set-aside a portion of the commercial quota if the 
commercia quota exceeds its 2024 value.  For each IFQ share category, the set aside will be equal 
to 75% of the amount above the 2024 quota

Alternative 4:  For each IFQ share category, set-aside a portion of the commercial quota if the 
commercia quota exceeds its 2024 value.  For each IFQ share category, the set aside will be equal 
to 50% of the amount above the 2024 quota



Action 3: Future Quota Increases
Action 3.2. Distribution of Annual Allocation from Quota Set Asides 

Alternative 1:  Do not distribute the annual allocations from quota set asides

Alternative 2:  For each share category, equally distribute annual allocation from quota set 
asides to shareholder account holders with a valid or renewable commercial reef fish permit who 
do not own IFQ shares in any share category

Alternative 3:  For each share category, proportionally distribute annual allocation from quota 
set asides to existing shareholders (excluding inactive accounts) based on their share percentage

Alternative 4: For each share category, proportionally distribute annual allocation from quota set 
asides to existing shareholders (excluding inactive accounts) based on their inverse share 
percentage



Appeals Process

Appeals can be heard outside of the Council’s process

Appeals are now handled by  NMFS National Appeals Office
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/rules-regulations/appeals

More information will be provided as the amendment is further developed


